Models: All Overhead Wood Door Series
Read this manual carefully and observe all warnings when maintaining your garage door.
1-800-929-DOOR
www.OverheadDoor.com
Keep this manual for future reference.

LABEL PLACEMENT

PHOTOGRAPH

IMPORTANT: IF THE LABELS ARE NOT APPLIED AT THE FACTORY, THEN ENSURE YOU PLACE ALL LABELS IN POSITION AS SHOWN.

NOTE: The Spring Warning label is factory attached (one per spring). Note: Because of different configurations, some labels may require minor relocations.

Cleaning Your Garage Door

Cleaning acrylic glazing with nonabrasive soap or detergent and plenty of water. Use your bare hands to feel and dislodge rough cloths that will scratch the acrylic glazing. Dry glazing with a clean damp chamois.

Important: DO NOT USE A PRESSURE WASHER ON YOUR GARAGE DOOR. An annual inspection of all the surfaces of your garage door will reveal the extent of weathering and the possible need for refinishing. When the finish becomes worn or faded, clean and prime any areas showing deterioration. Then completely refinish the door, according to the directions, listed below, or the manufacturer's label directions. Proper finishing of the wood substrates to protect your door(s) from the effects of moisture and sunlight is vital in extending the service life and beautifying your garage door.

The interior and exterior surfaces, as well as all edges, must be properly cleaned, painted, maintained, to protect and beautify your door. These finishing instructions are intended to achieve both objectives for your wood door(s).

NOTE: Do not use any window-cleaning fluids, scouring compounds, gritty cloths or solvent-based cleaners of any kind.

Warning: CAUTION: NEVER MIX CLEANERS OR DETERGENTS WITH BLEACH.

Glass Cleaning Instructions

Clean with a mild detergent solution (one part water to two parts detergent) and a soft cloth. After cleaning, rinse thoroughly.

Acrylic Cleaning Instructions

Clean acrylic glazing with nonabrasive soap or detergent and plenty of water. Use your bare hands to feel and dislodge rough cloths that will scratch the acrylic glazing. Dry glazing with a clean damp chamois.

Wood Door Finishing Guidelines

Cleaning acrylic glazing with nonabrasive soap or detergent and plenty of water. Use your bare hands to feel and dislodge any caked in particulate. A soft, grit-free cloth, sponge or spray may be used to wipe the surface. Do not use hard or rough cloths that will scratch the acrylic glazing. Dry glazing with a clean damp cloth. Do not use any window-cleaning fluids, scouring compounds, gritty cloths or solvent-based cleaners of any kind.

Cleaning acrylic glazing with nonabrasive soap or detergent and plenty of water. Use your bare hands to feel and dislodge rough cloths that will scratch the acrylic glazing. Dry glazing with a clean damp chamois.
Operate the door only when it is properly adjusted and free of obstructions. If the door is hard to operate or does not move smoothly, check the door system for problems.

If door is to be electrically operated, remove pull ropes and remove or disable the lock. Operate the door manually to check for problems. Do not attempt repairs. Call a trained door system technician to repair the door.

Inspecting and maintaining the finish of a wood garage door is highly important to help control the effects of moisture and sunlight on the aesthetic appearance and overall integrity of the door. It is recommended to follow the procedures outlined in DASMA technical data sheet #179 at www.dasma.com for a more complete inspection list.

1. Tip cost condition. Look for binding, swelling, chipping, or any residual build-up. If the door looks or feels "dry" it is probably a good indication as to the necessity of finish maintenance. In places where the finish appears to be abused in thin, flat paint and improperly prepared areas. Products should be used that are compatible with the original finish. Consult the finish manufacturer's guidelines for further information on cleaning, maintenance and refinishing.

"dry" it is probably a good indication as to the necessity of finish maintenance. In places where the finish appears to be abused in thin, flat paint and improperly prepared areas. Products should be used that are compatible with the original finish. Consult the finish manufacturer's guidelines for further information on cleaning, maintenance and refinishing.

If a brake or belt drives off a torsion spring, the door may cock or wedge into the tracks. Do not continue to use the door. Do not attempt repairs. Call a trained door system technician to repair the door.

2. Springs and counterbalance lift cable assemblies. Springs are included in this category. See DASMA technical data sheet #178 at www.dasma.com for a more complete inspection list.

3. Light. Light shining through the entire face of the door may be required to reposition any part of paint or stain.

If door is to be electrically operated, remove pull ropes and remove or disable the lock. Operate the door manually to check for problems. Do not attempt repairs. Call a trained door system technician to repair the door.

4. Paint or sealer. Sections must be finished within five (5) days of receipt and prior to installation. Damage caused by exposure of the product to water, moisture, sun or other conditions prior to completion of painting or finishing is excluded. This warranty shall also be void if the Product is painted or component which has been damaged or deteriorated due to misuse, neglect, accident, puncture, drilling of holes (other than as tolerated by Seller), incorrect installation of hardware, fire, failure to provide necessary maintenance, normal wear and tear, exposure to salt or other corrosive environments, or acts of God or any other cause beyond the reasonable control of Seller. This warranty also specifically excludes all refinishing costs and any exclusions or incompetence of relation to the characteristics or qualities of natural wood, including but not limited to: (i) variations in the color or grain of Product sections; (ii) the emission or secretion of tannins from the Product sections which may disc or other color of a painted Product; and (iii) cracking, checking, lifting wood grain or cracking due to re-expansion and contraction of the Product sections.

"dry" it is probably a good indication as to the necessity of finish maintenance. In places where the finish appears to be abused in thin, flat paint and improperly prepared areas. Products should be used that are compatible with the original finish. Consult the finish manufacturer's guidelines for further information on cleaning, maintenance and refinishing.

FINISH INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE GUIDELINES

The manufacturer has designed and sized the components specifically for each type of door. The door will operate safely and efficiently over an extended period of time if it is properly adjusted and maintained. The manufacturer recommends that the garage door be inspected and lubricated regularly as described in this manual.


during installation. Ice and/or frozen snow may cause the door and bottom seal to stick to the floor. Operating a struck door may cause permanent damage to the door system. Caution:

4. Integrity of the wood. Visually inspect the wood at all hardware attachment points. If any hardware appears to be loose, do not operate the door until inspected by a trained door system technician. The bottom section is a location of most water infiltration due to moisture seeping up from the bottom, or pooling on a horizontal cross member and then seeping down to the interior member or cover. The top section is of concern particularly if an operator arm bracket and the top roller brackets are attached.

5. Coats of light. Light shining through the entire face of the door may be required to reposition any part of paint or stain.

6. Door Tracks. Springs, hinges, track and cable are included in this category. See DASMA technical data sheet #178 at www.dasma.com for a more complete inspection list.

7. Coil surfaces. Inspect the handles, step plates, hinges, top fixtures, bottom fixtures, locking devices, and track surfaces.

8. Torsion spring tag(s). Inspect the handles, step plates, hinges, top fixtures, bottom fixtures, locking devices, and track surfaces.

9. Track roller stems and inner race assembly. See DASMA technical data sheet #178 at www.dasma.com for a more complete inspection list.

**OVERHEAD DOOR CORPORATION LIMITED WARRANTY**

The Distribution of Overhead Door Corporation products whose names appear below ("Seller") warrants to the original purchaser of the ______ ___________ Series Residential Wood Garage Door ("Product"), subject to all the terms and conditions hereof, that the Product and all components thereof will be free from defects in materials and workmanship for the following period of time, measured from the date of installation:

For five (5) years, Seller will be responsible for any and all components recommended to be removed, reinstalled, or replaced during the term of this warranty. The Product sections which may stain or alter the color of a painted Product, and (iii) cracking, checking, lifting wood grain or cracking due to re-expansion and contraction of the Product sections.

In the event the above items are not replaced in a timely manner, the door will operate safely and efficiently over an extended period of time if it is properly adjusted and maintained. The manufacturer recommends that the garage door be inspected and lubricated regularly as described in this manual.

**GENERAL INFORMATION**

**WARNING:** NEVER LOOSEN FASTENERS ON BOTTOM CORNER BRACKET. USE CAUTION WHEN TIGHTENING FASTENERS BECAUSE BOTTOM FIXTURE IS UNDER HIGH SPRING TENSION. BOTTOM BRACKET IS ATTACHED TO WEAKENED PULLEYS, DRUMS, PULLEYS, AND BRACKETS ARE UNDER HIGH SPRING TENSION. DO NOT ATTEMPT REPAIRS ON ANY OF THESE ITEMS. CALL A TRAINED DOOR SYSTEM TECHNICIAN TO REPAIR THE DOOR.

Ending and maintaining the finish of a wood garage door is highly important to help control the effects of moisture and sunlight on the aesthetic appearance and overall integrity of the door. It is recommended to follow the procedures outlined in DASMA technical data sheet #179 at www.dasma.com for a more complete inspection list.

**Door Tracks.** Springs, hinges, track and cable are included in this category. See DASMA technical data sheet #178 at www.dasma.com for a more complete inspection list.

**Cable Inspection.** Inspect the handles, step plates, hinges, top fixtures, bottom fixtures, locking devices, and track surfaces.

**Counterbalance Lift Cable Assemblies.**

**WARRANTY**

HOMEWORHER TORSION SPRINGS SHOULD ONLY BE REMOVED, INSTALLED, REPAIRED OR ADJUSTED BY A TRAINED DOOR SYSTEM TECHNICIAN. ATTEMPTING TO REMOVE, INSTALL, REPAIR OR ADJUST A TORSION SPRING ASSEMBLY WITHOUT PROPER TRAINING AND TOOLS MAY RESULT IN AN UNCONTROLLED RELEASE OF SPRING FORCES WHICH COULD CAUSE SERIOUS OR FATAL INJURY.

If a brake or belt drives off a torsion spring, the door may cock or wedge into the tracks. Do not continue to use the door. Do not attempt repairs. Call a trained door system technician to repair the door.

**Broken Spring**

**Overhead Door Corporation Limited Warranty**

**WARRANTY**

If a brake or belt drives off a torsion spring, the door may cock or wedge into the tracks. Do not continue to use the door. Do not attempt repairs. Call a trained door system technician to repair the door.

**Cable Inspection.** Inspect the handles, step plates, hinges, top fixtures, bottom fixtures, locking devices, and track surfaces.

**Counterbalance Lift Cable Assemblies.**

If a brake or belt drives off a torsion spring, the door may cock or wedge into the tracks. Do not continue to use the door. Do not attempt repairs. Call a trained door system technician to repair the door.